
	  	  
Achieving extreme performance in event driven transactional applications is a hard 
proposition in any language let alone Java. A solution that can perform sustainably at 
microseconds latencies in Java must meticulously optimize many facets of  an application’s 
‘plumbing’ including: memory management, threading, and I/O (e.g. persistence/HA/messaging). 
Not only must these facets be rigorously optimized, but they must be optimized in concert to 
achieve extreme performance.  
 
The X Platform™ is an In-Memory Computing Platform that allows Application Developers to 
author extreme, low latency Java applications in a straightforward and agile fashion while 
hiding lower level plumbing concerns. This is the true power The X Platform™ brings to 
Application Developers: Neeve Research has built a platform that holistically addresses 
infrastructural challenges and, crucially, shields the Application Developer from needing to 
think about them. An Application Developer using the The X Platform™ application need only 
concern themselves with modeling their messages and application state, and writing the event 
handlers that operates on it.  
 
The following sections discuss some of  this hidden plumbing, and how The X Platform™  
can help build high performance, always available, in-memory enterprise applications.   



	  	  

First and foremost, fault tolerance is the biggest challenge in building low latency applications such as these. Traditional disk-based 
approaches are non-starters with today’s technologies. Distributed cache based solutions suffer from scalability issues when it 
comes to data that is not local to the processing node. Recognizing this, The X Platform™ is architected as an In-Memory Computing 
Platform, which means there is no need for disk and no remote storage of  an application’s state – an application’s  
state is always locally resident to the code operating on it.  
 
To achieve High Availability, The X Platform™ supports two HA models: State Replication (delta driven replication of  state and outbound 
messages) and Event Sourcing (replication of  inbound messages). In either model availability is achieved by replication to one or more nearby 
hot backup instances in a point to point fashion using low latency techniques such as RDMA, which allows the entirety of  a 
transaction to be replicated to hot backup instances in the 10s of  microseconds or less. 
 
Cluster formation is achieved through automated discovery and primary election via The X Platform™’s built-in discovery facilities. 
Clustering supports the ability to replicate recovery state to both local backups and asynchronously to remote backups in another 
data center for Disaster Recovery scenarios via Inter Cluster Replication features. Recovery data can also be persisted to transaction logs 
on disk which are written to an asynchronous fashion. The disk based logs can be used for audit purposes and as a fallback HA 
mechanism for a cluster member operating without a backup.  
 
Applications built on The X Platform™ can operate end-to-end with no duplicate or missing transactions, even in the event of  
failure, in a fashion that is transparent to the Application Developer. 
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Synchronization is incredibly costly for high performance applications as it leads to context switching, processor cache flushing and 
invalidation as well as plain old monitor contention. Consequently the threading model exposed to The X PlatformTM Application 
Developer is a single threaded one. This frees the Application Developer from thinking about concurrency issues and obviates the 
need for synchronization. Internally The X Platform™ itself  is not single threaded. The X Platform™ embraces the tenants of  
mechanical sympathy by using disruptors to facilitate inter thread communication and avoids synchronization at all costs via techniques 
such as busy spin to reduce latency or improve throughput. The X Platform™  also provides capabilities to affinitize important 
transaction processing threads to a particular core thus ensuring that they will it not be context switched, but also allowing them in 
NUMA architected systems to reside and interoperate with other threads on the closest physical memory node. The net result is 
that The X Platform™  threads can perform thread handoffs in the transaction pipeline with sub microsecond latency, while keeping 
processor caches fresh and data and instruction code close to the executing thread.  
 
The threading model internal to The X Platform™ allows maximally efficient use of  multi core systems by pipelined processing of  an 
application’s events and messages – in a fashion that is atomic with execution of  the message handler. Combined with Guaranteed 
messaging and the presence of  hot standby instances, the platform can guarantee that any message will be processed once and only once, 
and that its effects will be emitted to the outside world once and only once. We call this Atomic Event Processing – and is it the heart of  
the processing engine in The X Platform™ .  



A huge impediment to low latency java is garbage collection. Even with the latest G1 garbage collectors in Oracle, keeping pauses 
below even a millisecond isn’t possible. Consequently The X Platform™ provides highly efficient pooling and pre-allocation capabilities, and 
implements zero garbage replacements for Java types that produce garbage and aren’t pooling friendly such as String.  
 
The X Platform™ itself  does not produce garbage, which enables applications to run in a Zero Garbage fashion thereby eliminating 
spikes associated with GC. The low latency edition of  The X Platform™ also includes Azul’s Zing JVM, which gives Application 
Developers the freedom to introduce garbage in their application code without incurring pauses which can further save on 
development costs.  
 
Garbage is only one aspect of  memory management that impacts high performance applications. An application’s messages and 
state account for the bulk of  the memory that the application will use. Management of  the memory that backs these objects has a 
fundamental impact on application performance because this memory is constantly in motion. As messages come into a system, its 
contents are often transferred into application state or outbound messages. Application state is often transferred to outbound 
messages. Application state changes may be replicated to backup instances and messages are, of  course, transmitted to and received 
from the outside world. The X Platform™ carefully manages the buffers that back these exchanges to reduce buffer copies and 
transformations which can cost in both latency and throughput.  
 
By providing state and message modeling facilities, The X Platform™ provides the application with Plain Old Java Objects to work with, that 
‘under the hood’ is doing sophisticated serialization and buffer management, such as using off  heap memory structures, native and kernel 
space buffer copies, zero copy techniques, and cut through serialization, which allows messages and state changes to be replicated and 
transmitted in the most efficient fashion. Finally, to promote interoperability, The X Platform™, has written its own implementation of  
Google’s protocol buffers, called Xbuf, which can operate in wire compatible mode with other applications. But unlike Google’s 
implementation, Xbuf   is zero garbage,  and supports off  heap buffers, reduced or zero buffer copy, late deserialization making it ideal for 
usage with system optimized with mechanical sympathy in mind. 

	  	  

For applications that are concerned with high performance, ensuring that SLAs are met and the ability to measure and monitor 
applications is critical. However, an often overlooked concern regarding high performance application design is how to monitor 
such applications without an adverse impact on that performance. Consequently, The X Platform™ bakes in the ability to perform 
deep low impact monitoring of  overall performance. The X Platform™ also provides application hooks for applications to inject 
their own application specific performance probes with extremely low impact, allowing emission of  such statistics regularly in the form of  
heartbeats which enables archival and heavyweight processing of  the data on a different host.  

Over the last decade messaging has become commoditized to the extent that there are many robust high performance messaging 
backbones that can facilitate high performance collaboration between various agents in a collaborative application. In recognition 
of  this The X Platform™ includes a Simple Message Abstraction (SMA) Layer that allows virtually any messaging provider to be 
used. Out of  the box it provides bindings to high performance messaging provides such as Solace, as well as its own native 
messaging router, a point to point messaging bus, and a loopback message bus (for in process messaging). The wide support for 
different messaging providers allows Application Developers the ability to develop applications on their desktop using a local bus 
such as loopback and against a highly optimized provider such as Solace with just a simple configuration change.  
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A core tenant of  The X Platform™ is to shield Application Developers from this underlying complexity. To this end, The X Platform™ 
provides an easy to grasp, yet robust, foundation with which to build applications: namely a high performance message and state modeling 
framework that produces plain old java objects, the ability to declare event handlers for handling those messages, and the configuration 
facilities to wire together collaborating agents via a pluggable messaging fabric. These should be the primary and only concerns of  
an Application Developer in our belief: an end user’s focus should be on writing the pure domain logic that drives their business 
success. The Application Developer should be blissfully ignorant of  the fact that to achieve success a platform must provide Atomic 
Event Processing, robust and performant HA machinery, best-in-breed inter-thread communication policies, transaction pipelining, top-notch 
memory, and  buffer management policies (off  heap, direct), down to the metal I/O policies (RDMA, memory mapped I/O, sync/async 
writes), and robust, pluggable messaging, which together makes the Application Developer’s application logic enterprise grade.   

	  	  

In short, The X Platform™’s main goal is to bring the benefits of  In-Memory Computing to Application Developers without the 
headache of  actually implementing all the plumbing needed to make In-Memory Computing a viable proposition for enterprises. By 
taking a holistic approach that marries transactional event processing, state management, message based collaboration, and fault 
tolerance, The X Platform™ can provide optimizations only possible when all of  these aspects are governed in a unified fashion.  
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